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Together, the Village and the Park zones aim to create many new welcoming 
connections and invitations for people of all ages, races, identities, and 
opportunity levels to access and enjoy the Campus. Serving people at all stages 
of life, including children and seniors, helps the campus to not just support the 
academic slice of student’s busy days and lives. Instead, the campus brings 
the students’ whole lives to this place and acknowledges that AirPark Campus 
students (and many students in similar contexts around the country) are 
parents, grandparents, commuters, professionals, workers, and neighbors.

We hope that this booklet of strategies for this Campus Framework 
Plan has captured a significant amount of the wonderful conversations 
and insights that our team was privileged to hear and learn during this 
extraordinary process in Columbus. Thank you for the opportunity 
to represent and express the vision of this special community.

GGN,

Shannon Nichol 
Keith McPeters 
Grant Stewart 
Alex McCay 
Andy Polefrone 
Ayami Akagawa

The AirPark Columbus College Campus Framework Plan is not a prescription 
for a campus landscape that would, as might be expected, evoke the site-design  
traditions, trends, and monumentality of other college campuses. Instead, this is a 
strategy for connecting this unusual convergence of diverse learning opportunities 
to its local neighborhood and to its regional community of students, families, 
and visitors. The connecting and grounding of this campus landscape to its local 
and regional community is physical, social, natural, cultural, and economic. The 
landscape itself is seen as a resource for working, learning, and community health.

The Community Education Coalition’s original invitation to partner on 
developing this Framework Plan clearly put equity and access at the forefront 
of this project. Through community conversations and research, we all came 
to understand that normalizing the campus in the lives of local people – 
especially families with young children (future potential students) -- would 
be an important priority for this design vision. We also learned that the 
beloved and unique local character of the region’s natural landscape, with 
rolling hills and rich woodlands, contrasts to the traditional grand lawns and 
formal vistas of many college campuses. Being authentic to this specific and 
familiar place to local people was also an important driver of our strategies.

Finally, this is seen not as a design of a landscape surface but as a framework for 
change and growth over time. The “bones” of this framework are neighborhood 
street connections that are extended and woven to and through the campus 
landscape, creating finer-scaled “Village” blocks, lanes, and paths; all with a 
“people first” mindset toward helping people of all abilities and ages to feel 
safe walking to, from, and within the campus. The “flesh” of the framework 
is the “Park” portion of the Campus:  a richly planted, park-like landscape 
that softens the campus’s existing buildings and offers a healthy respite 
for the neighborhood, students, and visitors from around the region. Within 
the locally inspired woodland of this Park zone are clearings and meadows 
for social activities, outdoor programs, all-ages play, and families. 

Introduction



Shared Visions for AirPark College Campus
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A Shared Campus
The AirPark Columbus College Campus is made up of three leading 
educational institutions, as well as the Community Education 
Coalition, which fosters connection between these education 
partners.

The Community Education Coalition Connects:

• Ivy Tech Community College

• Purdue Polytechnic Columbus

• Indiana University Purdue University Columbus

Innovation
Thinking beyond traditional educational boundaries means that at 
AirPark, students can easily take classes and transfer across all 
three institutions, to access a curriculum designed with regional 
employers to increase the likelihood of finding jobs upon completion.

A Unique Student Body
Students enrolled at the various institutions include:

• A mix of “traditional” college-age students and adult learners

• Many first-generation college students

• A large proportion (about 2/3) of commuter students

• A large proportion of students with significant financial challenges 

• Full lives and limited time for extracurriculars or student clubs

What is Airpark College Campus Today?
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Almost 2 out of 3 students travel from outside Bartholomew County for classes, many for an hour or more each way.   Not all travel by car, and many stay on 
campus before and between classes. This means they currently rely on indoor common rooms, the few places outside to sit, or their cars, for downtime.

AirPark Columbus College Campus students‘ place of residence

Bartholomew County 36 %

50 min drive14 %Jackson County

40 min drive11 %Johnson County

40 min drive9 %Decatur County

35 min drive8 %Jennings County

30 min drive4 %Shelby County

35 min drive3 %Brown County

70 min drive1 %Ripley County

60+ min drive14 %Other

64 %

64 %

Outside 
Bartholomew 
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36 % 
Bartholomew 
County
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Many AirPark College Campus Students Travel Long Distances for Education
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Staff, prospective students, students’ families, and community members that make use of the various services and programs at AirPark will also benefit 
from improvements to the campus.

Other People Visit AirPark Besides Students

Families

Prospective Students Staff + Faculty Industry Partners

The Columbus 
People Trail
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Columbus aspires to be the best community of its size in the 
country, and stand as a precedent that can be used as reference for 
development elsewhere. The AirPark Campus is viewed as an integral 
piece to this. 

The community has set goals to become the most equitable 
community in the nation by 2050, which has placed the framework at 
the forefront of developing a campus that can overcome barriers to 
access and equity for education and economic opportunity.

1 Embed equity and inclusivity into the campus DNA

Currently, the campus is not viewed as part of the fabric of the city of 
Columbus or a destination within the region. Through the creation of 
a series of spaces that support a wide-variety of functions the AirPark 
Campus can become a place that serves not only the full needs of its 
current student body, but also the lives of the communities it seeks to 
impact and become a part of.

2 Enhance the Campus as a destination for students 
and families within the region

Columbus is a city with a history of forward thinking. This campus 
framework plan will allow students, families, professionals, and 
neighbors new ways to experience the campus through exposure to 
new opportunities and events. It will help broaden the identity of the 
AirPark campus as destination for innovation and growth. 

3 Create a strong identity for Campus

Visions + Values from the 2021 AirPark Columbus College Campus Request for Partnership
GGN has identified three core visions from the AirPark Columbus College 
Campus Request for Partnership that particularly resonated with attendees 
of community engagement meetings held remotely in the Fall of 2021.
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Design Input from the Community
Image: Nigel Dunnett
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• The campus is disconnected from neighborhoods nearby 
that would benefit most from AirPark’s resources

Of anywhere in the city, neighborhoods directly to the east of AirPark 
Campus would benefit most from access to quality open space, contact 
with affordable education, and community programs. Compared to the 
rest of Columbus these neighborhoods have:

• Higher Rates of Poverty

• Fewer residents with secondary degrees

• Lowest median household incomes in Columbus

• Highest percentile for population under 18

Feedback from 2021 Community Engagement Sessions:

1

• The campus has few places for students with children
Students with childcare responsibilities often struggle to cover periods 
between school, employment, and travel. Currently, there are few places 
on campus where children can play between their parent’s classes or 
spend time before pickup by another parent, friend, or family member.

Client Vision: Embed Equity and Inclusivity into the Campus DNA

Routes to campus for people coming frrom neighborhoods to the east 
are unsafe, uncomfortable, and lack sidewalks or pedestrian wayfinding.

AirPark 
Campus

Downtown

Neighbors

Airport

Socioeconomic 
Indicators

high

low

Nearby neighborhoods have higher rates of poverty and less access to 
education but a larger number of long-term residents and children.
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1

Design Response to Community Feedback:

Client Vision: Embed Equity and Inclusivity into the Campus DNA

• Safe, walkable connections to create access for 
neighborhoods near AirPark

Having a reason to walk to AirPark only matters if neighbors can 
get there easily. This means improving pedestrian connections with 
sidewalks, pedestrian crossings, shade trees, and wayfinding.

• Landscapes for play, discovery, and community to 
support students’ childcare responsibilities

Places on campus for children can help students bridge childcare gaps 
and bring their whole lives to campus. For students whose partners or 
family come with them to campus, this support is crucial.

• A park to bring visitors from across the region and build 
contact with AirPark’s programs

Beyond play landscapes, contact with park-like spaces will benefit 
students staying on campus between classes, but also provide a reason 
for neighbors and people from across Columbus and the region to visit, 
creating contact with AirPark programs.

A destination nature play area, community spaces, and park-like 
spaces could all serve students with childcare responsibilities and give 
neighbors a reason to visit AirPark.

Expanding pedestrian connections, especially east of campus, makes it 
easier for neighbors to connect with AirPark Campus resources.
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2

Feedback from 2021 Community Engagement Sessions:

• Campus provides little to do beyond what happens in 
the buildings themselves

• There are few places to gather, relax 

• Campus doesn’t offer much for students, outside 
visitors or prospective students 

Community feedback made clear that people currently view the campus 
as pristine but unwelcoming. Most activity stays inside the beautiful, 
generous architecture on campus.

Beyond scattered seating between the buildings, there is little space 
to sit, study or gather in the landscape. Vast open spaces are oriented 
towards parking lots, rather than connections on campus.

Campus currently fails to meet the basic needs of students or outside 
visitors. There are few places to go between classes, no access to 
food or even coffee beyond vending machines. People visiting campus 
without cars often feel “stuck” or “on an island”.

Vast open spaces are currently oriented toward parking lots, rather than 
connecting to each other.

PEOPLE TRAIL

A focus on driving means students with cars spend their downtime in 
parking lots. Students without cars don’t have access to basic needs.

Client Vision: Enhance campus as an education destination for the region
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2

Design Response to Community Feedback:

Client Vision: Enhance campus as an education destination for the region

• Bring activity from inside to outside
By creating social spaces outdoors - for studying, meeting up with 
friends and family, or just recharging between classes - it is possible to 
better activate and connect the student community. 

• Create more intimate and human-scale spaces to gather 
and spend quality time

This unique student body may not have time to invest in consistent 
extracurricular activities on campus, but they would still benefit 
from close contact with natural spaces and more robust ecological 
landscapes. Mixed academic and community programs offer 
opportunities for cross-pollination, but need space to unfold.

• Meet students’ basic needs on campus
Simply adding a coffee stand and cafe seating could go a long way 
to addressing a basic need for food + beverage on campus, but there 
are also opportunities to use space productively to help contribute to 
campus food systems like the college food pantries, offer short-term 
work, and create productive green job training.

Seating, food and beverage, and gathering spaces will all help bring 
activity and connection out into the open on AirPark College Campus.

Building more intimate and comfortably scaled spaces  brings people 
out into the landscape, increasing social contact and activity.

PEOPLE TRAIL
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3

Feedback from 2021 Community Engagement Sessions:

Client Vision: Create a strong identity for AirPark Campus

• We don’t want formal, expensive, or exclusive

• Look toward the future

• Build on existing programs and connections

The programs at Ivy Tech, IUPUC and Purdue Polytechnic are built 
around inclusivity, affordability, and tangible futures for students. 
The landscape does not currently feel as welcoming as the programs 
themselves. Currently, the campus is predominantly a collection of large 
lawns, with few trees, surrounded by parking lots.

AirPark College Campus has developed over decades, and will continue 
to do so in the future. Any developments for AirPark should look 
towards growth, the long term, and embrace progressive ideas about 
what a campus can and should be.

Between the three colleges, community connections managed by the 
Community Education Coalition, and industry connections, a lot is 
already happening at AirPark College Campus. Any new developments 
must build on these programs and capacities, and be realistic about 
resources and student responsibilities, in order to be successful.

AirPark is a hub of innovation and activity with strong connections to 
the city. This is an asset that can be further expanded.

Community engagement sessions identified that the current landscape 
- neat but unwelcoming - does not fit AirPark’s goals or needs.
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3

Design Response to Community Feedback:

Client Vision: Create a strong identity for AirPark Campus

• Connection to authentic local landscapes

• Forward-looking and sustainable places and programs

• Program spaces connected to the colleges + community

AirPark College Campus as a local, authentic place built upon vibrant, 
ecologically rich landscapes will benefit students mental and physical 
health, provide interesting places to spend time, and connect people 
more deeply to the Campus.

All developments for AirPark College Campus have a focus on 
sustainability, and inherent flexibility to embrace the changing nature 
of education and the future of employment. This means an open 
framework that leaves room for new buildings, as well as a landscape 
that produces energy and creates healthy ecologies.

Programming should connect with existing curricula and community 
connections and look to build connections with partners across the city 
to bring more people to AirPark College Campus from downtown.

A focus on sustainability matches the college programs’ focus on 
innovation and looking to the future of employment.

Drawing on the surrounding landscapes of rolling woodlands and 
meadows provides healthy contact with natural systems.
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Landscape Framework Concept
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Before
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After
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Framework Design Overview

Woodland Clearings

Gathering Meadow

The Quad

Nature Paths

Plant Nursery

Community Garden

Woodland Loop

Nature Play

Bakalar Green
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Design Goals

This place should not be a monumental, exclusive campus, 
but rather a seamless part of the life of students and the 
community.

This vision is not for a finished ornamental landscape 
surface, but an open framework for catalyzing growth and 
accepting many changes over time.

AirPark represents the landscape of this place by 
restoring local landscape types and building on the 
current initiatives such as Bee City USA and college 
agriculture and sustainability programs.

As an accessible, healthy, and welcoming environment, 
the campus is mindfully human-scaled and comfortable 
for walking and exploring surroundings on foot.

AirPark College Campus should not be an exclusively 
specialized “academic” environment. It is a place 
envisioned to support not just the “student” aspect of life 
but the whole life and person.  

AirPark College Campus as a Healthy 
Neighborhood Heart

Landscape as a Framework for Growth

Authentic Local Landscape

AirPark Campus as a People-First Place

A Whole Life Campus
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The Village
The vibrant, dense, intimate Village portion of the Campus is 
formatted into intimately scaled blocks and streets that connect to 
the emerging urban fabric of the surrounding neighborhood.

Village Streets Flexible Activation Tree Nursery Two individual landscapes, the Park and the Village, that form a single campus and organize specific 
program and activation.

The Park
The green, informal, and organic Park portion of the campus 
serves as a central green space in the neighborhood and brings 
access to nature and health into its community.

Nature Paths Meadow, Clearing Woodland

The Park and Village Concept
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The Village
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Productive 
Green 
Spaces

Human Scale 
Parking

Walkable 
Blocks

Healthy 
Community 

Development

AirPark 
Destination 

Development
The Village: 
An Overview

The “bones” of the AirPark 
College Campus Framework 
Plan are neighborhood street 
connections that are extended 
and woven to and through the 
campus landscape, creating 
finer-scaled “Village” blocks, 
lanes, and paths; all with a 
“people first” mindset toward 
helping people of all abilities 
and ages to feel safe walking to, 
from, and within the campus. 

This Village anticipates the 
need for flexibility in the 
future of students and the 
neighborhood, setting the stage 
for sustainable growth and 
productive spaces like an on-
campus nursery and destination 
and community developments.
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AirPark is situated well to serve those neighbors most in need. 
Neighborhoods closest to AirPark College Campus could benefit 
more than any other in Columbus from its programs.

The AirPark Campus landscape should be an open framework for change and growth, rather than a 
finished ornamental landscape surface. At its core is an ability to connect beyond the site, and to be 
flexible in the face of growth and the future needs of students and the community.

Education and Access Health and Environment Training and Innovation

AIRPARK 
CAMPUS

Airport

Socioeconomic 
Indicators

high

low

The Village Helps Create a Framework for Growth + Connection
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New 4-way Stop

Future 4-way Stop
New Pedestrian Crossing

Future Pedestrian Crossing

Slowing Traffic + Creating Crossings
To make AirPark College Campus accessible and safe by foot, 
traffic must be slowed and pedestrian connections must be 
added. Below are the most critical places to create new 4-way 
stops (in orange) and safe pedestrian crossings (in yellow).
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Slowing Traffic + Creating Crossings

New 4-way Stops

Road paint at new crossings creates high visibility, a sense of 
arrival, and offers opportunities to collaborate with artists and  
designers.

New Pedestrian Crossings

Images: National Association of City Transportation Officials
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Painted CrossingsCentral Ave.

Multi-modal TrailCentral Ave.-Arnold St. Curve

Painted Pedestrian PathsInterior Street

The framework creates a series of new paths and pedestrian-first measures to calm traffic, increase 
walkability, and improve circulation and access while supporting safe vehicular access.

LEGEND

village grid
vehicular access

park circulation

bike path

improved pedestrian crossing

P P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Campus as a People-First Place

800 FEET4002000

Making AirPark Campus more walkable contributes to an overall 
sense of place, and increases activity outside.
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AFTER

BEFORE

Neighborhood connections to AirPark College Campus will depend on the ability of 
neighbors to walk to campus comfortably and safely.

Recommendations:

• New sidewalks for improved walking connections

• Street trees to shade walking paths + sidewalks

• Vertical elements to reduce ‘optical width’ of streets

• Bike lanes to encourage safe bicycling

• Install significant new wayfinding and pedestrian signage

highly visibile 
crossing

new pedestrian 
connections ecological planting

clear pedestrian space

street trees for shade reduction of 
‘optical width’

increased wayfinding

Pedestrian Street Improvements
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OPEN DOORS - Welcoming entries for the village and the park

PORCHES - Indoor-outdoor seasonal space, architectural social edges

LIVING ROOMS + MEADOWS - Informal, soft clearings, passive and casual

village welcome

informal entry yards

forest clearing

forest welcome

gathering space added to 
buildings in the park areas

meadow

A Welcome Frame to Connect AirPark Campus to the Neighborhood
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Healthy Community Development

Community 
Gathering Spaces

Health-focused 
Development

Community 
Businesses

Community 
Businesses

Focus on Community Health

Support Community-Based Growth

Public Health Initiatives Community Health Outreach

Local Small Business Support Spaces

1

2
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Productive Ground

Campus Food Systems + Beyond

Tree + Native Plant Nursery

Academic classes + research Community garden + events

A place for study, volunteering, and planting green futures

1

2

1

1

2

2

2

2
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Destination Development

Food and Beverage

AirPark Hospitality + Meeting Center

Places to eat, drink, and hang out

Places to come for team meetings, connected to airport activity

1

2

1

1

2
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The People Trail is an important connection between 
campus and other green spaces in the city. The main 
multi-modal path connects with the play landscapes 
and the newly activated edge of Poshard Drive, while 
secondary path guide users through campus landscapes.

Connecting Multi-Modal Trails
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The Park
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The Park: 
An Overview

The Park is a richly planted, 
active landscape that softens 
the campus’ existing buildings 
and offers a healthy respite 
for the neighborhood, 
students, and visitors from 
around the region. Within the 
locally inspired woodland of 
this Park zone are clearings 
and meadows for social 
activities, outdoor programs, 
all-ages play, and families. 

Woodland 
Loop

Woodland 
Clearings

Nature 
Paths

Nature Play

Gathering 
Meadow

Quad
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The new variety of spaces and program in the Park seek to provide lifelong use and 
opportunity from childhood forward. It is a place where people form across Columbus can 
come to visit, and where students, staff and visitors can build meaningful memories.

800 FEET4002000

A Whole Life Campus
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Restoring native woodland and improving ecological function through meadows, a nursery, gardens, 
green corridors, and improved streetscapes.

LEGEND

woodland

woodland clearing + meadow

green productive space

green corridors

800 FEET4002000

Plant NurseryNE Parking Lot

Green CorridorCentral Ave.

Native Woodlands + Natural AreasCentral Quad Lawn

Authentic Local Landscape

AirPark Campus is not an imported idea of a “college landscape”, 
but a locally derived expression of Columbus’ unique natural and 
ecological context and human experience.
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Therapeutic Connection to Nature

Places for Quiet Study + Outdoor Classes

Woodland
Clearings

Close contact with local ecologies Grounded connection to place

Places to study or rest between classes

Ways to Wander the Local Landscape

Parking in front of AMCE

1

1

2

2

1
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Porches to Bring Inside Activity Outdoors

Outdoor Classrooms + Flexible Event Space

Bandshell 
Meadow

Quad

Cafe / Restaurant with open porch

Outdoor classrooms Flexible performance platform

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Places to Gather



Places to Gather
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Nature Play for Students’ Families

Shelter
House

Play for Neighbors Across Columbus

Connects youth to the local landscape

Vibrant + creative Based in landscape connections

Nature Play for Families

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

1



Nature Play for Families
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Unlike so-called “prescribed play” 
like jungle gyms or sports, nature 
play offers no single way to interact 
with play landscapes, encouraging 
creativity and problem-solving.

Research shows a range of 
cognitive and emotional benefits 
to close contact with natural 
systems, especially for children who 
experience the world differently than 
their peers. (ex. Autism spectrum, 
ADHD)

Nature play encourages children to 
value and learn about the natural 
systems that surround them.

Building nature shelters, traversing 
miniature streams and climbing 
boulders immerses kids in a 
landscape that doesn’t end at the 
playground. Interactive landscapes 
empower them to experiment.

Encourages Creativity

Strengthens Mental Health

Raw, Authentic Connection

Immersion + Interaction

Benefits of Nature Play and Contact with Rich Ecologies

Interactive water systems “Building” materials Play structures meshed with native plants

Small scale climbing structuresLarge climbing structures made from logs, boulders and other natural materials



DRAFT

Strategies for Growth
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Regenerative Agriculture 
- urban farms

- community gardens

- community composting

- beekeeping

Pollinator
- pollinator corridors

- native plant communities

- ecological restoration

Reforestation
- native forests

- stormwater management

- aquifer recharge

- water cleansing 

Green Energy 
- solar energy generation

- micro wind turbines

- experimental energy 

   technologies 

Plant Production & Care
- regional plant nurseries

- green jobs for students

- agricultural science internship programs

Research & Learning
- agriculture technology research

- horticultural research

- test plots for agriculture class

- gardening classes

Potential Activity: Productive Ground Uses
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Health & Fitness
- exercise classes

- outdoor yoga

- looped campus trails

- healing gardens

Makerspace
- outdoor makerspace

- tech demonstrations

- test tracks for new 
technologies (ex. 
autonomous vehicles)

Kids & Family
- nature play spaces

- play equipment

- block parties

- warming huts in winter

- nature walks 

Food & Beverage
- food festivals

- outdoor cafes

- farmers market

- community kitchen

Art & Culture
- cultural celebrations

- concerts

- art installations

- architectural exhibits

- small business pop-ups

Learning  

- outdoor classrooms

- outdoor graduations

- environmental education

- gardening classes

Potential Activity: Programming 
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Intense summer heat and a lack of sidewalks currently 
makes walking to and from AirPark College Campus 
daunting. With summers only getting hotter as the 
climate changes, street trees and tree cover on campus 
will be a crucial piece in making this vision a reality.

A Nursery to Grow Green Streets
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Environmental Benefits of Street Trees

On-Site Nursery

Social + Health Benefits of Street Trees

Street trees are shown to:

• Cool temperatures in summer

• Improve air quality

• Filter noise from traffic

• Manage storm water and soil erosion

An on-site nursery will help AirPark partners and the larger 
AirPark development to implement green corridors and street 
trees by lowering overall costs, building partner relationships 
that take on additional care and maintenance needs, and 
acting as a demonstration site of urban forestry best practices.

Academic programs can lead study of climate adaptive 
practices for street trees and native plants.

Street trees are shown to:

• Encourage walking over driving

• Reduce stress and mental fatigue

• May reduce the affects of attention disorders

• Create sense of place

• Contribute to sense of community value
Growing Fields

Community Garden

Future Streets

Greenhouse

Building a Nursery on Campus
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Inputs

Outputs

Identify Local 
Nursery Partner

Project 
Capacity

Establish 
Funding Stream

New Greenhouse  
Building

Water SourceAcademic 
Programs

Solar Energy
Nursery Partner

Storage +
Equipment

Indiana Native 
Plant Society
Nursery 
Directory

Fundraising

Greenhouse 
Conversion

Grants

Indiana Division of 
Forestry’s Community & 
Urban Forestry Program

Tree City USA
Wildlife Conservation Foundation
Kresge Foundation

National Urban & 
Community Forestry 
Challenge Grant Program

Federal

State

Foundation/Nonprofit

Indiana 
Department 
of Natural 
Resources

Production
Capacity

Planting
Capacity

Care
Capacity

Green Streets
for AirPark

Green Streets
for Columbus

Schools Horticulture Columbus Planning
DepartmentLocal Clubs

Green Jobs Training
Neighborhood
Groups Agriculture

Columbus 
Parks & Rec

County Master 
Gardeners Biology

Community 
Partnerships

Academic/
Education 
Programs

City/Neighbor
Partnerships

An on-site nursery creates opportunities for 
(and needs) collaboration with municipal 
entities, volunteer groups, academic institutions 
and private partners. The above is a basic road 
map for creating a successful nursery program 
at AirPark College Campus.

Building a Nursery on Campus
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Family + Community Focus Local Business Incubator Space

Weekly Farmers Market, Festivals Food Trucks

First: Create New Activity at the Corners

Pop-Up Weekend Activity at Existing Parking

Partnered Development of Community Spaces

Early Development

2

1

2

1
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Cafe / Restaurant with Open Porch Places for Meetings + Events

Then: Bring in Future Partners

7-day Anchors: Hospitality + Food

Academic Partner Development Health Focused Programming

Focus on Community + Health Projects2

Future Development

2

1

1
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Strategies for Creating Momentum

Build Hype with Social Media
• Social media will help create trust before establishing a direct connection: 

• Promote AirPark activities by creating an Instagram, Facebook, TikTok, etc. 

• Provide updates on current projects and other extra curriculum activities.

• Example: Promote a get-to-know AirPark Campus social media campaign (weekly or monthly).

Hire Campus Community Engagement Liaison
• A position charged to activate certain spaces thoughout campus. Bridge outdoor and indoor. 

• The main contact person that is aware of activities within all programs. 

• Create a connection between the space, students, and faculty. 

• Expand their outreach to communities outside of the campus.

• Recommended as a full-time position to ensure that there is consistency towards establishing 
relationship building and trust amongst all sectors, especially with the community and students. 

• Working with the campus to create wayfinding so that students, faculty, and visitors are aware of 
what is already available on site. Example: The People Trail.

Strategies credit: Yaritza Guillen

• “Small is good, small is all (The large is a reflection of the small)”        
  – Adrianne Marie Brown, Emergent Strategies. 

Start with small events that can expand into something larger. 

• Establish momentum. Get the student body excited about being on campus by always having 
something going on.

Develop All-Season Calendar for Pop-ups + Events

AirPark College Campus Come hang out at the Big Green Bash with local...
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Retrofit Existing Parking to Human Scale

Utilize + Improve Existing Parking

Solar Parking Shade

Human scale streets

Utilizing Open Space for Energy

Activating streetscape

Use Parking for Renewable Energy Generation

On-Street Parking Where Possible

Parking in front of AMCE Parking in front of CLC

Smart Parking

P

P

P

P

P
P

P

P

P

1

1

2

2

3

3
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Parking Strategies for the Future

On-Street Parking:  ~75% of existing Surface Parking: ~100% of existing Garage Parking: 100% of existing

90% surface parking
10% on-street parking

15% surface parking
5% on-street parking
80% garage parking

80% surface parking
20% on-street parking
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